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The familiar formula 1 + 2 + • • • + n = -J^n(n + 1) follows from counting in two ways, the number of intersections of (n + 1) lines in the plane,
assuming that no two of these lines are parallel and no three intersect at the
same point

On the one hand, since any two of the lines intersect at a point

distinct from the point of intersection of any other pair, the number of points
of intersection is the same as the number of distinct pairs of lines:

( n l *) = in(n + 1) .
On the other hand, suppose the lines are numbered, completely arbitrarily,
from 1 to (n + 1). Counting the number of intersections sequentially, the
second line intersects the first at one point. The third line intersects each of
the first two at two distinct points — giving a partial total of 1 + 2 intersections,, The fourth line intersects each of the first 3 at three points — giving
st
a partial total of 1 + 2 + 3 intersections- Thus, the (k + 1)
line interth
sects the first through the k
lines at k distinct points so that the lines
numbered 1 through (k + 1) intersect at 1 + 2 + • • • + k distinct points*
Finally, we see in this way that the n + 1 lines intersect at 1 + 2 + • • • + n
distinct points. Thus, we have counted the same number of points in two
ways and have arrived at the familiar formula.
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